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Want to create hairstyles like Disney's most popular princesses?The princesses and their accompanying
hairstyles include:Ariel: Locks of the Sea - A free-flowing style with two tightly woven braids keeping it in
placeAurora: Aurora's Waves - A cascade of pretty wavesBelle: Belle's Bow - A distinctive style accented by
way of a charming bow made up of your own hairCinderella: Buns and Braids - A set of beautifully twisted
buns highlighted by braidsJasmine: Large Ponytail - A unique ponytail perched high on the headMerida: Tough
and Tough - A tumble of curls balanced on the crown of the headMulan: Mulan's Bun - A pleasant bun
accessorized by an intertwined ribbonPocanontas: Pocahontas' Hidden Braid - A unique try which a French
braid peeks out from twisted locks of hairRapunzel: Rapunzel's Full Braid - An exquisite variation on the
traditional fishtail braidSnow White colored: Braid of Braids - An attractive concoction of braids gathered
at the nape of the neckTiana: Tiana's Bun - A gorgeous but easy-to-create topknotDisney Princess
Hairstyles also features "Braidschool," a great section that shows how to construct the basic braids that
are fundamental to the Princesses' looks in addition to so many other hair styles.Try as many hairstyles as
possible and utilize them as inspiration to generate your very own look. Among all of the styles are options
which are ideal for both straight and curly hair, in addition to for a variety of locks textures. Each

hairstyle is established on a real child and meticulously photographed in full color to make even the most
challenging coiffure easy to attain.Whether your hair is lengthy or relatively shorter, curly or straight, the
step-by-step instructions in the beautifully photographed publication, Disney Princess Hairstyles: 40 Amazing
Princess Hairstyles With Step-by-step Images, can make it easy for you to recreate the beautiful looks of
eleven of Disney's beloved princesses - from Ariel to Mulan, Cinderella to Snow White, and Tiana to
Pocahontas. Braidschool contains detailed directions and illustrations for creating traditional, French, Dutch,
rope, and fishtail braids.Disney Princess Hairstyles details forty hairdos, including braids, updos, buns, waves,
twists, and ponytails. Offering hairdos perfect for special occasions - from celebrations and proms to
wedding ceremonies - and also everyday designs, Disney Princess Hairstylesmakes it fun and possible for one
to create looks inspired by Disney's cherished heroines.
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My daughter is so good at doing her hair My granddaughter loves princesses, she actually is 4 years old.
Great gift! Simple guidelines for beautiful looks. Three Stars All for very long haired girls, nothing at all for
short or moderate length hair. Now, every time I appear them, my granddaughter informs me what
princess she is that day, depending on the hairstyle of course. Very lovely book and simple explanations on
how best to do really nice hairdos.s !! My 4 year old daughter uses this publication every morning to choose
which hairstyle to do that day. Sometimes they turn out well, sometimes not so well, but the book is great.
I love it and babysitter likes it too. Five Stars Very detailed withfun pic. You can find some small videos of
equivalent looks to help demonstrate but this publication is certainly fun for my daughter's to learn. great
present! Some directions are vague ("type a rose around the band" What? Perfect! I also appreciate the
step-by-step pictures and guidelines. My daughter is so good at doing her locks, I thought they could love
this particular book together. Easy directions great book. WOW Very good. Easy directions! Princess Hair
Great book. Easy designs with plenty of instruction and photos. She LOVES it! Absolutely love!! How?!
wonderful book!) The pictures of the compled designs were really fine, but often you aren't able to tell
exactly how it looks. Already have tried many styles on my granddaughter. Some style are wimpy though.????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? I loved it but some hairstyles had been completely completely completely and utterly terrible.

Leaves too much to be desired Lots of cute ideas in the book, however the instructions left much to end
up being desired. The illustration seemed to leave out some of the methods, or have hands covering issues I
had a need to see. I purchased this for my creatively inclined niece.?!? Perfect for my 3 and 5 year old!
Overall we had fun, but I would get a different book.
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